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Chapter 1

Automatic Model-Based Test

Generation from UML State Machines

Stephan Weißleder and Holger Schlingloff

Fraunhofer Institute FIRST

Kekuléstraße 7, 12489 Berlin

1.1 Introduction

Model-based testing is an efficient testing technique in which a system under test (SUT) is

compared to a formal model that is created from the SUT’s requirements. Major benefits

of model-based testing compared to conventional testing techniques are the automation of

test case design, the early validation of requirements, the traceability of requirements from

model elements to test cases, the early detection of failures, and an easy maintenance of test

suites for regression testing.

This chapter deals with state machines of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [91] as

a basis for automated generation of tests. The UML is a widespread semi-formal modeling
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2 CHAPTER 1. AUTOMATIC MODEL-BASED TEST GENERATION

language for all sorts of computational systems. In particular, UML state machines can be

used to model the reactive behavior of embedded systems. We present and compare several

approaches for the generation of test suites from UML state machines.

For most computational systems, the set of possible behaviors is infinite. Thus, complete

testing of all behaviors in finite time is impossible. Therefore, the fundamental question

of every testing methodology is when to stop the testing process. Instead of just testing

until the available resources are exhausted, it is better to set certain quality goals for the

testing process and to stop testing when these goals have been met. A preferred metrics

for the quality of testing is the percentage to which certain aspects of the SUT have been

exercised; these aspects could be the requirements, the model elements, the source code or

the object code of the SUT. Thus, test generation algorithms often strive to generate test

suites satisfying certain coverage criteria. The definition of a coverage criterion, however,

does not necessarily entail an algorithm how to generate tests for this criterion.

For model-based testing, coverage is usually measured in terms of covered model elements.

The standard literature provides many different coverage criteria, for example, focussing on

data flow, control flow, or transition sequences. Most existing coverage criteria had been

originally defined for program code and have now been transferred and applied to models.

Thus, these criteria can be used to measure the quality of test suites that are generated from

models. Test generation algorithms can be designed and optimized with regard to specific

coverage criteria. In this chapter, we present several test generation approaches that strive

to satisfy different coverage criteria on UML state machines.

This chapter is structured as follows: In the following, we give an introduction to UML

state machines and present the basic ideas of testing from UML state machines. Subse-

quently, we describe abstract path generation and concrete input value generation as two

important aspects in automatic test generation from state machines: The former is shown

in Section 1.2 by introducing graph traversal techniques. The latter is shown in Section 1.3

by presenting boundary value analysis techniques. In Section 1.4, we describe the relation

of these two aspects to other techniques. We go into random testing, evolutionary testing,

constraint solving, model checking, and static analysis.
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1.1.1 UML State Machines

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [91] is a widely used modeling language standard-

ized and maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG). In version 2, it comprises

models of 13 different diagrams, which can be grouped into two general categories: Structure

diagrams are used to represent information about the (spatial) composition of the system.

Behavior diagrams are used to describe the (temporal) aspects of the system’s actions and

reactions. All UML diagram types are defined in a common metamodel, so the same model-

ing elements may be used in different types of diagrams, and there is no distinct separation

between the various diagram types. Amongst the behavior diagrams, state machine diagrams

are the most common way to specify the control flow of reactive systems. Intuitively, a UML

state machine can be seen as a hierarchical parallel automaton with an extended alphabet of

actions. In order to precisely describe test generation algorithms, we give a formal definition

of the notion of UML state machines used in this chapter.

A labeled transition system is a tuple M = (A, S, T, s0), where A is a finite nonempty al-

phabet of labels, S and T are finite sets of states and transitions, respectively, T ⊆ S ×A× S,

and s0 is the initial state. In UML, the initial state is a so-called pseudostate (not belonging

to the set of states) and marked by a filled circle. Assume a set E of events, a set C of

conditions, and a set A of actions. A simple state machine is a labeled transition system

where A = 2E × C × 2A, that is, each label consists of a set e of input events, a condition

c, and a set a of output actions. The input events of a transition are called its triggers, the

condition is the guard, and the set of actions is the effect of the transition. The transition

(s, (e, c, a), s′) is depicted as
�� ��s

e[c]/a−→
�� ��s’ , where sets are just denoted by their elements, and

empty triggers, guards, and effects can be omitted. States s and s′ are the source and target

of the transition, respectively.

A (finite) run of a transition system is any word w = (s0, t0, s1, t1, . . . , tn−1, sn), such that

s0 is the initial state, and (si, ti, si+1) ∈ T for all i < n. The trace of a run is the sequence

(t0, t1, . . . , tn−1). For a simple state machine, we assume that there is an evaluation relation

|=⊆ S ×C that is established iff a condition c ∈ C is satisfied in a state s ∈ S. A word w is

a run of the state machine if in addition to s0 being initial, for all i < n and ti = (ei, ci, ai)
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it holds that si |= ci. Moreover, it must be true that

1. ei = ∅ and (si, ti, si+1) ∈ T , or

2. ei = {e} and (si, (e
′
i, ci, ai), si+1) ∈ T for some e′i containing e, or

3. ei = {e}, (si, (e
′
i, c
′
i, a
′
i), s

′
i+1) 6∈ T for any e′i containing e, and si+1 = si

These clauses reflect the semantics of UML state machines, which allows for

1. completion transitions (without trigger),

2. transitions being enabled if any one of its triggers is satisfied, and

3. a trigger being lost if no transition for this trigger exists.

In order to model data dependencies, simple state machines can be extended with a

concept of variables. Assume a given set of domains or classes with boolean relations defined

between elements. The domains could be integer or real numbers with values 0, 1, <, ≤, etc.

An extended state machine is a simple state machine augmented by a number of variables

(x, y, ...) on these domains. In an extended state machine, a guard is a boolean expression

involving variables. For example, a guard could be (x > 0 ∧ y ≤ 3). A transition effect in

the state machine may involve the update (assignment) of variables. For example, an effect

could be (x := 0; y := 3). The UML standard does not define the syntax of assignments and

boolean expressions; it suggests that the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [90] may be

used here. For our purposes, we rely on an intuitive understanding of the relevant concepts.

In addition to simple states, UML state machines allow a hierarchical and orthogonal

composition of states. Formally, a UML state machine consists of a set of regions, each

of which contains vertices and transitions. A vertex can be a state, a pseudostate, or a

connection point reference. A state can be either simple or composite, where a state is

composite if it contains one or more regions. Pseudostates can be, for example, initial or

fork pseudostates where connection point references are used to link certain pseudostates. A

transition is a connection from a source vertex to a target vertex, and it can contain several

triggers, a guard, and an effect. A trigger references an event, or example, the reception of a
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1..* region

StateMachine

Region

Vertex Transition

UML::CommonBehaviors::
BasicBehaviors::Behavior

State

ConnectionPointReference

Pseudostate

UML::CommonBehaviors::
Communications::Trigger

UML::Classes::Kernel::
Constraint

0..1 stateMachine

* subVertex

0..1 container 1 container

* transition

1 source
1 target

* outgoing
* incoming

* region

0..1 state
0..10..1
0..1 effect

* trigger

0..1

0..1 guard

0..1 owningState

0..1 stateInvariant

* connection

0..1 state

0..1 state* connectionPoint

Figure 1.1: Part of the meta model for UML state machines.

message or the execution of an operation. Similar as in extended state machines, a guard is

a boolean condition on certain variables, for instance, class attributes. Additionally, UML

also has a number of further predicates that may be used in guards. Finally, an effect can

be, for example, the assignment of a value to an attribute, the triggering of an event, or a

postcondition defined in OCL. In Figure 1.1, this syntax is graphically described as part of

the UML metamodel, a complete description of which can be found in [91].

The UML specification does not give a definite semantics of state machines. However,

there is a generally agreed common understanding on the meaning of the above concepts.

A state machine describes the behavior of all instances of its context class. The status

of each instance is given by the values of all class attributes and the configuration of the

state machine, where a configuration of the machine is a set of concurrently active vertices.

Initially, all those vertices are active that are connected to the outgoing transitions of the

initial pseudostates of the state machine’s regions. A transition can be traversed if its source

vertex is active, one of the triggering events occurs, and the guard evaluates to true. As a

consequence, the source vertex becomes inactive, the actions in the effect are executed, and
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the target vertex becomes active. In this way, a sequence of configurations and transitions is

obtained that forms a run of the state machine. Similar as defined for the labeled transition

system, the semantics of a state machine is the set of all these runs.

1.1.2 Example - A Kitchen Toaster

State machines can be used for the high-level specification of the behavior of embedded

systems. As an example, we consider a modern kitchen toaster. It has a turning knob to

choose a desired browning level, a side lever to push down the bread and start the toasting

process, and a stop button to cancel the toasting process. When the user inserts a slice

of bread and pushes down the lever, the controller locks the retainer latch and switches on

the heating element. In a basic toaster, the heating time depends directly on the selected

browning level. In more advanced products, the intensity of heating can be controlled and

the heating period is adjusted according to the temperature of the toaster from the previous

toasting cycle. When the appropriate time has elapsed or the user pushes the stop button,

the the heating is switched off and latch is released. Moreover, we require that the toaster

has a “defrost” button that, when activated, causes to heat the slice of bread with low

temperature (defrosting) for a designated time before beginning the actual toasting process.

In the following, we present several ways of describing the behavior of this kitchen toaster

S0

S2

S3S1

push / on

defrost

defrost

push / on

stop 
/ off

time  
/ off

time_d

S6

S4

S5 S7

push / on

defrost

defrost

push / on

stop  
/ off

time  
/ off

time_d

inc

dec

inc

dec

inc

dec

stop  
/ off stop  

/ off

inc

dec

PDFill P
DF Editor w

ith Free Write
r and Tools

Figure 1.2: Simple state machine model of a kitchen toaster.
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with state machines: We give a basic state machine, a semantically equivalent hierarchical

machine, and an extended state machine that makes intensive use of variables.

First, the toaster can be modeled by a simple state machine as shown in Figure 1.2. The

alphabets are I ={push, stop, time, inc, dec, defrost, time d} and O = {on, off }. The

toaster can be started by pushing (push) down the latch. As a reaction, the heater is turned

on (on). The toaster stops toasting (off ) after a certain time (time) or after the stop button

(stop) has been pressed. Furthermore, the toaster has two heating power levels, one of which

can be selected by increasing (inc) or decreasing (dec) the heating temperature. The toaster

also has a defrost function (defrost) that results in an additional defrosting time (time d)

of frozen toast. Note that time is used in our modelling only in a qualitative way, that is,

quantitative aspects of timing are not taken into account.

This simple machine consists of two groups of states: s0 . . . s3 for regular heating, and s4

. . . s7 for heating with increased heating power. From the first group of states, the machine

accepts an increase of the heating level, which brings it into the appropriate high-power

state; vice versa, from this state, it can be brought back by decreasing the heating level.

Thus, in this machine only two heating levels are modeled. It is obvious how the model

could be extended for three or more such levels. However, with a growing number of levels

the diagram would quickly become illegible.

It is clear that this modeling has other deficits as well. Conceptually, the setting of the

heating level and defrosting cycle are independent from the operation of latch and stop

button. Thus, they should be modeled separately. Moreover, the decision of whether to

start a preheating phase before the actual toasting is “local” to the part dealing with the

busy operations of the toaster. Furthermore, the toaster is either inactive or active and so

active is a superstate that consists of substates defrosting and toasting.

To cope with these issues, UML offers the possibility of orthogonal regions and hierarchical

nesting of states. This allows a compact representation of the behavior. Figure 1.3 shows a

hierarchical state machine with orthogonal regions. It has the same behavior as the simple

state machine in Figure 1.2. The hierarchical state machine consists of the three regions

side latch, set temperature, and set defrost. Each region describes a separate aspect of
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inactive
warm

set temperatureside latch

push / on
stop / off

defrosting

[isInState('on_d')]

[else]

off_d

set defrost

hot

inc dec

toasting

on_d

defrost [not 
isInState('active')]

off

time_d

active

defrost [not 
isInState('active')]

time / off

Figure 1.3: A hierarchical state machine model.

the toaster: In region side latch, the reactions to moving the side latch, pressing the stop

button, and waiting for a certain time time are described. The state active contains the

substates defrosting and toasting, as well as a choice pseudostate. The region set temperature

depicts the two heating levels and how to select them. In region set defrost, setting up the

defrost functionality is described. The defroster can only be (de-)activated if the toaster is

not currently in state active. Furthermore, the defroster is deactivated after each toasting

process.

Both the models in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 are concerned with the control flow only.

Additionally, in any computational system the control flow is also influenced by data. In both

of the above toaster models, the information about the current toaster setting is encoded in

the states of the model. This clutters the information about the control flow and leads to

an excessive set of states. Therefore, it is preferable to use a data variable for this purpose.

One option to do so is via extended finite state machines, where for instance, the transitions

may refer to variables containing numerical data.

Figure 1.4 shows a more detailed model of a toaster that contains several variables. This

model also contains the region residual heat to describe the remaining internal temperature

of the toaster. Since a hot toaster reaches the optimal toasting temperature faster, the

internal temperature is used in the computation of the remaining heating time. The state
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inactive
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set heating timeside latch

push / on; 
h = true

stop / off; 
h = false

defrosting

[d]

[else] defrost

set defrost

inc [s_ht < 5]  
/ s_ht = s_ht@pre + 1

toasting
defrost [not h 
and not d] 
/ d = true

off  
/ d = false

time_d

active

time / off; 
h = false

cooling

residual heat

time_c [r_ht > 0]  
/ r_ht = r_ht@pre - 1

heating

time_h [r_ht < 5]  
/ r_ht = r_ht@pre + 1

onoff

dec [s_ht > 0]  
/ s_ht = s_ht@pre - 1

defrost [not h and d] 
/ d = false

/ h_int = 5 + s_ht - r_ht

on ... event to show that toaster is on 
off ... event to show that toaster is off 
push ... side latch is pushed down 
stop ... stop button pressed 
time ... toast time is over 
time_d ... time for defrost 
h = true -> toaster is heating 
h_int ... heating intensity
s_ht ... set temperature (heat) 
r_ht ... residual heat 
time_c ... time step for cooling 
time_h ... time step for heating 
time_r ... time step for raising temperature 
inc ... temperature increase button pressed 
dec ... temperature decrease button pressed 
d = true -> defrost is active 

toasting

raise temp

hold temp

raise temp 
fast

[h_int < 1]

[h_int >= 1 and h_int < 5]

[h_int >= 5]

time_r / h_int = h_int@pre - 1

time_r  
/ h_int = h_int@pre - 1

inactive

heat

set heating timeside latch

push / on; 
h = true

stop / off; 
h = false

defrosting

[d]

[else] defrost

set defrost

inc [s_ht < 5]  
/ s_ht = s_ht@pre + 1

toasting
defrost [not h 
and not d] 
/ d = true

off  
/ d = false

time_d

active

time / off; 
h = false

cooling

residual heat

time_c [r_ht > 0]  
/ r_ht = r_ht@pre - 1

heating

time_h [r_ht < 5]  
/ r_ht = r_ht@pre + 1

onoff

dec [s_ht > 0]  
/ s_ht = s_ht@pre - 1

defrost [not h and d] 
/ d = false

/ h_int = 5 + s_ht - r_ht

on ... event to show that toaster is on 
off ... event to show that toaster is off 
push ... side latch is pushed down 
stop ... stop button pressed 
time ... toast time is over 
time_d ... time for defrost 
h = true -> toaster is heating 
h_int ... heating intensity
s_ht ... set temperature (heat) 
r_ht ... residual heat 
time_c ... time step for cooling 
time_h ... time step for heating 
time_r ... time step for raising temperature 
inc ... temperature increase button pressed 
dec ... temperature decrease button pressed 
d = true -> defrost is active 

toasting

raise temp

hold temp

raise temp 
fast

[h_int < 1]

[h_int >= 1 and h_int < 5]

[h_int >= 5]

time_r / h_int = h_int@pre - 1

time_r  
/ h_int = h_int@pre - 1

Figure 1.4: A UML state machine with variables.

machine consists of the four regions side latch, set heating time, residual heat, and set defrost.

The names of the regions describe their responsibilities. The region side latch describes the

reaction to pressing the side latch: If the side latch is pushed (push), the heater is turned on

(releasing the event on and setting h = true). As a result, the toaster is in the state active.

If the defrost button has been pressed (d = true), the toaster will be in the state defrosting

for a certain time (time d). The heating intensity (h int) for the toasting process will be

set depending on the set heat (s ht) for the browning level and the residual heat (r ht).

The details of regulating the temperature are described in the composite state toasting :

Depending on the computed value h int, the toaster decides to raise the temperature (fast)

or to hold it at the current level. The toaster performs these actions for the time period time

and stops toasting, afterwards. As an effect of stopping, it triggers the event off and sets h

= false. The region set heating time allows to set the temperature to one of the levels 0 to
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6. In the region residual heat, the heating-up and the cooling-down of the internal toaster

temperature are described. The region set defrost allows to (de-)activate the defrost mode.

After completing one toasting cycle, the defrost mode will be deactivated.

1.1.3 Testing from UML State Machines

Testing is the process of systematically experimenting with an object in order to detect

failures, to measure its quality, or to create confidence in its correctness. One of the most

important quality attributes is functional correctness, that is, determining whether the SUT

satisfies the specified requirements. To this end, the requirements specification is compared

to the SUT. In model-based testing, the requirements are represented in a formal model and

the SUT is compared to this model. A prominent approach for the latter is to derive test cases

from the model and to execute them on the SUT. Following this approach, requirements,

test cases, and the SUT can be described by a validation triangle as shown in Figure 1.5.

Requirements 
(Specification)

System Under 
Test

Test Suite
is validated by

is executed on

is derived from

is represented by

implements

is represented by

PDFill P
DF Editor with Free Writer and Tools

Figure 1.5: Validation triangle.

A test case is the description of a (single) test; a test suite is a set of test cases. Depending

on the aspect of an SUT that is to be considered, test cases can have several forms — see

Table 1.1. This table is neither a strict classification, nor is it exhaustive. As a consequence,

systems can be in more than one category, and test cases can be formulated in many different

ways. Embedded systems usually are modeled as deterministic reactive systems and, thus,

test cases are sequences of events. The notion of test execution and test oracle has to be

defined for each type of SUT. For example, the execution of reactive system tests consists
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of feeding the input events into the SUT and comparing the corresponding output events to

the expected ones.

SUT Characteristics Test Case

functional pair (input value, output value)

reactive sequence of events

nondeterministic decision tree

parallel partial order

interactive test script or program

real-time timed event structure

hybrid set of real functions

Table 1.1: Different SUT aspects and corresponding test cases.

For our example, the models describe the control of the toaster. They specify (part of) its

observable behavior. Therefore, the observable behavior of each run of the state machine can

be used as a test case. We can execute such a test case as follows: if the transition is labeled

with an input to the SUT (pushing down the lever or pressing a button), we perform the

appropriate action whereas if it is labeled with an output of the SUT (locking or releasing the

latch, turning heating on or off), we see whether we can observe the appropriate reaction. As

shown in Table 1.2, model-based tests can be performed on various interface levels, depending

on the development stage of the SUT.

Acronym Stage SUT Testing Interfaces

MiL Model-in-the-Loop System Model Messages and events of the model

SiL Software-in-the-Loop Control software (e.g., C or Java
code)

Methods, procedures, parameters
and variables of the software

PiL Processor-in-the-Loop Binary code on a host machine em-
ulating the behavior of the target

Register values and memory con-
tents of the emulator

HiL Hardware-in-the-Loop Binary code on the target architec-
ture

I/O pins of the target microcon-
troller or board

System-in-the-Loop Actual physical system Physical interfaces, buttons,
switches, displays, etc.

Table 1.2: Model-based testing levels.

An important fact about model-based testing is that the same logical test cases can be

used on all these stages, which can be achieved by defining for each stage a specific test

adapter that maps abstract events to the concrete testing interfaces. For example, the user

action of pushing the stop button can be mapped to sending the event stop to the system

model, to the call of Java AWT ActionListener class method actionPerformed(stop), to

the writing of a 1 into address 0x0CF3 in a certain emulator running, for example, Java byte

code, or to setting the voltage at pin GPIO5 of a certain processor board to high. System-
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in-the-loop tests are notoriously difficult to implement. In our example, we would have to

employ a robot that is able to push buttons and observe the browning of a piece of toast.

Coverage Criteria

Complete testing of all possible behaviours of a reactive system is impossible. Therefore,

an adequate subset has to be selected which is used in the testing process. Often, coverage

criteria are used to control the test generation process or to measure the quality of a test

suite. Coverage of a test suite can be defined with respect to different levels of abstraction of

the SUT: requirements coverage, model coverage, or code coverage. If a test suite is derived

automatically from one of this levels, coverage criteria can be used to measure the extent to

which it is represented in the generated test suite.

In the following, we present coverage criteria as a means to measure the quality of a test

suite. Experience has shown that there is a direct correlation between the various coverage

notions and the fault detection capability of a test suite. The testing effort (another quality

aspect) is measured in terms of the size of the test suite. In practice, one has to find a

balance between minimal size and maximal coverage of a test suite.

Model coverage criteria can help to estimate to which extent the generated test suite

represents the modelled requirements. Usually, a coverage criterion is defined independent

from any specific test model, that is, at the meta-model-level. Therefore, it can be applied

to any instance of that meta-model. A model coverage criterion applied to a certain test

model results in a set of test goals, which are specific for that test model. A test goal can

be any model element (state, transition, event, etc.) or combination of model elements,

for example, a sequence describing the potential behavior of model instances. A test case

achieves a certain test goal, if it contains the respective model element(s). A test suite

satisfies (or is complete for) a coverage criterion, if for each test goal of the criterion there is

a test case in the suite that contains this test goal. The coverage of a test suite with respect

to a coverage criterion is the percentage of test goals in the criterion that are achieved by the

test cases of the test suite. In other words, a test suite is complete for a coverage criterion

iff its coverage is 100%. Typical coverage criteria for state machine models are
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• All-States: for each state of the machine, there is a test case which contains this state,

• All-Transitions: for each transition of the machine, there is a test case which contains

this transition,

• All-Events: the same for each event that is used in any transition,

• Depth-n: for each run (s0, a1, s1, a2, . . . , an, sn) of length at most n from the initial state

or configuration there is a test case containing this run as a subsequence,

• All-n-Transitions: for each run of length at most n from any state s ∈ S, there is a test

case that contains this run as a subsequence (All-2-Transitions is also known as All-

Transition-Pairs; All-1-Transitions is the same as All-Transitions, and All-0-Transitions

is the same as All-States), and

• All-Paths: all possible transition sequences on the state machine have to be included in

the test suite; this coverage criterion is considered infeasible.

In general, satisfying only All-States on the model is considered too weak. The main

reason is that only the states are reached but the possible state changes are only partially

covered. Accordingly, All-Transitions is regarded a minimal coverage criterion to satisfy.

Satisfying the All-Events criterion can also be regarded as an absolute minimal necessity for

any systematic black-box testing process. It requires that every input is provided at least

once, and every possible output is observed at least once. If there are input events that have

never been used, we cannot say that the system has been thoroughly tested. If there are

specified output actions that could never be produced during testing, chances are high that

the implementation contains a fault. Depth-n and All-n-Transitions can result in test suites

with a high probability to detect failures. On the downside, the satisfaction of these criteria

also often results in big test suites.

The presented coverage criteria are related. For instance, in a connected state machine,

that is, if for any two simple states there is a sequence of transitions connecting them,

the satisfaction of All-Transitions implies the satisfaction of All-States. In technical terms,

All-Transitions subsumes All-States.
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In general, coverage criteria subsumption is defined as follows: If any test suite that

satisfies coverage criterion A also always satisfies the coverage criterion B, then A is said to

subsume B. The subsuming coverage criterion is considered stronger than the subsumed one.

However, this does not mean that a test suite satisfying the coverage criterion A necessarily

detects more failures than a test suite satisfying B.

All-Transition-Pairs subsumes All-Transitions. There is no such relation for All-Events

and All-Transitions: There may be untriggered transitions that are not executed by a test

suite the calls all events; likewise, a transition may be activated by more than one event and a

test suite that covers all transitions does not use all of these events. Likewise, Depth-n is un-

related to All-Events and All-Transitions. For practical purposes, besides the All-Transitions

criterion often the Depth-n criterion is used, were n is set to the diameter of the model. The

criterion All-n-Transitions is more extensive; for n ≥ 3 this criterion often results in a very

large test suite. Clearly, All-n-Transitions subsumes Depth-n, All-(n + 1)-Transitions sub-

sumes All-n-Transitions for all n, and All-Paths subsumes all of the previously mentioned

coverage criteria except All-Events. Figure 1.6 shows the corresponding subsumption hier-

archy. The relation between All-n-Transitions and Depth-n is dotted because it only holds

if the n for All-n-Transitions has at least the same value as the n of Depth-n.

All-States

All-Transitions

All-Transition-Pairs

All-n-Transitions  
(n > 2)

All-Paths

All-EventsDepth-n

Depth-2

Depth-1

Figure 1.6: Subsumption hierarchy of structural coverage criteria.
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Beyond simple states, UML state machines can contain orthogonal regions, pseudostates,

and composite states. Accordingly, the All-States criterion can be modified to entail

• all reachable configurations,

• all pseudostates, or

• all composite states.

Likewise, other criteria like the All-Transitions criterion can be modified such that all trig-

gering events of all transitions or all pairs of configurations and outgoing transitions are cov-

ered [69]. Since there are potentially exponentially more configurations than simple states,

constructing a complete test suite for all reachable configurations is often infeasible.

Conditions in UML state machine transitions are usually formed from atomic conditions

with boolean operators {and, or, not} and so the following control-flow-based coverage cri-

teria focussed on transition conditions have been defined [115]:

• Decision Coverage, which requires that for every transition guard c from any state s

there is one test case where s is reached and c is true, and one test case where s is

reached and c is false;

• Condition Coverage, which requires the same as Decision Coverage for each atomic

condition of every guard;

• Condition / Decision Coverage, which requires that the test suite satisfies both Condi-

tion Coverage and Decision Coverage;

• Modified Condition / Decision Coverage (MC/DC)[32, 31], which additionally requires

to show that each atomic condition has an isolated impact on the evaluation of the

guard; and

• Multiple Condition Coverage, which requires test cases for all combinations of atomic

conditions in each guard.

Multiple Condition Coverage is the strongest control-flow-based coverage criterion. How-

ever, if a transition condition is composed of n atomic conditions, a minimal test suite that
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satisfies Multiple Condition Coverage may require up to 2n test cases. MC/DC [32] is still

considered very strong, it is part of DO178-B [107], and requires only linear test effort. The

subsumption hierarchy of control-flow-based coverage criteria is shown in Figure 1.7.

Condition CoverageDecision Coverage

Condition / Decision 
Coverage

Modified Condition / 
Decision Coverage

Multiple Condition 
Coverage

Figure 1.7: Subsumption hierarchy of condition-based coverage criteria.

There are further coverage criteria that are focussed on the data flow in a state machine,

for example, on the definition and use of variables.

Size of Test Suites

The existence of a unique, minimal, and complete test suite, for each of the coverage criteria

mentioned above, cannot be guaranteed. For the actual execution of a test suite, its size is

an important figure. The size of a test suite can be measured in several ways or combinations

of these:

• the number of all events, that is, the lengths of all test cases,

• the cardinality, that is, the number of test cases in the test suite, or

• the number of input events.

At first glance, the complexity of the execution of a test suite is determined by the number

of all events that occur in it. At a closer look, resetting the SUT after one test in order to
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run the next test turns out to be a very costly operation. Hence, it may be advisable to

minimize the number of test cases in the test suite. Likewise, for manual test execution, the

performance of a (manual) input action can be much more expensive than the observation

of the (automatic) output reactions. Hence, in such a case the number of inputs must be

minimized. These observations show that there is no universal notion of minimality for test

suites; for each testing environment different complexity metrics may be defined. A good test

generation algorithm takes these different parameters into account. Usually, the coverage

increases with the size of the test suite, however, this relation is often nonlinear.

1.2 Abstract Test Case Generation

In this section, we present the first challenge of automatic test generation from UML state

machines: creating paths on the model level to cover test goals of coverage criteria. State

machines are extended graphs and graph traversal algorithms can be used to find paths in

state machines [3, 62, 80, 82, 84, 88]. These paths can be used as abstract test cases, that are

test cases that are missing the details about input parameters. In Section 1.3, we present

approaches to generate the missing input parameters.

Graph traversal has been thoroughly investigated and is widely used for test generation

in practice. For instance, Chow [33] creates tests from a finite state machine by deriving a

testing tree using a graph search algorithm. Offutt and Abdurazik [92] identify elements in

a UML state machine and apply a graph search algorithm to cover them. Other algorithms

also include data flow information [23] to search paths. Harman et al. [67] consider reducing

the input space for search-based test generation. Gupta et al. [61] find paths and propose

a relaxation method to define suitable input parameters for these paths. We apply graph

traversal algorithms that additionally compute the input parameter partitions[126, 127].

Graph traversing consists of starting at a certain start node nstart in the graph and

traversing edges until a certain stopping condition is satisfied. Such stopping conditions are,

for example, that all edges have been traversed (see the Chinese postman problem in [98])

or a certain node has been visited (see structural coverage criteria [115]). There are many
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different approaches to graph traversal. One choice is whether to apply forward or backward

searching. In forward searching, transitions are traversed forward from the start state to the

target state until the stopping condition is satisfied or it is assumed that the criterion cannot

be satisfied. This can be done in several ways like, for instance, breadth-first, depth-first,

or weighted breadth-first like in Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. In backward searching,

the stopping condition is to reach the start state. Typical nodes to start this backwards

search from are, for example, the states of the state machine in order to satisfy the coverage

criterion All-States.

Automated test generation algorithms strive to produce test suites that satisfy a certain

coverage criterion, which means reaching 100% of the test goals according to the criterion.

The choice of the coverage criterion has significant impact on the particular algorithm and

the resulting test suite. However, none of the above described coverage criteria uniquely

determines the resulting test suite; for each criterion there may be many different test suites

achieving 100% coverage. For certain special cases of models, it is possible to construct test

suites that satisfy a certain coverage criterion while consisting of just one test case. The

model is strongly connected, if for any two states s and s′ there exists a run starting from

s and ending in s′. If the model is strongly connected, then for every n there exists a one-

element test suite that satisfies All-n-Transitions: From the initial state, for all states s and

sequence of length n from s, the designated run traverses this sequence and returns to the

initial state.

An Eulerian path is a run that contains each transition exactly once, and a Hamilton

path is a run that contains each state exactly once. An Eulerian or Hamiltonian cycle is

an Eulerian or Hamiltonian path that ends in the initial state, respectively. Trivially, each

test suite containing an Eulerian or Hamiltonian path is complete for All-Transitions or All-

States, respectively. There are special algorithms to determine whether such cycles exist in

a graph, and to construct them if so.

In the following, we present different kinds of search algorithms: Dijkstra’s shortest path,

depth-first, and breadth-first. The criteria of when to apply which algorithm depend on many

aspects. Several test generation tools implement different search algorithms. For instance,
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the Conformiq Test Designer [38] applies forward breadth-first search whereas ParTeG [122]

applies backward depth-first search.

1.2.1 Shortest Paths

01 void Dijkstra(StateMachine sm, Node source) {

02 for each node n in sm {

03 dist[n] = infinity; // distance function from source to n

04 previous[n] = undefined; // Previous nodes determine optimal path

05 }

06 dist[source] = 0: // initial distance for source

07 set Q = all nodes in sm;

08 while Q is not empty {

09 u = node in Q with smallest value dist[u];

10 if (dist[u] = infinity)

11 break; // all remaining nodes cannot be reached

12 remove u from Q;

13 for each neighbor v of u {

14 alt = dist[u] + dist_between(u, v);

15 if alt < dist[v] {

16 dist[v] = alt;

17 previous[v] = u;

18 } } } }

Figure 1.8: Computing shortest distance for all nodes in the graph by Dijkstra.

Complete coverage for All-States in simple state machines can be achieved with Dijkstra’s

single-source shortest path algorithm [108]. Dijkstra’s algorithm computes for each node the

minimal distance to the initial node via a greedy search. For computing shortest paths, it

can be extended such that it also determines each node’s predecessor on this path. The

algorithm is depicted in the Figures 1.8 and 1.9: Figure 1.8 shows the algorithm to compute

shortest path information for all nodes of the graph. With the algorithm in Figure 1.9, a

shortest path is returned for a given node of the graph. The generated test suite consists of

all maximal paths that are constructed by the algorithm, that is the shortest paths for all
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01 Sequence shortestPath(Node target) {

02 S = new Sequence();

03 Node u = target;

04 while previous[u] is defined {

05 insert u at the beginning of S;

06 u = previous[u];

07 } }

Figure 1.9: Shortest path selection by Dijkstra.

nodes that are not covered by other shortest paths. For our toaster example in Figure 1.2

on page 6, this algorithm can generate the test cases depicted in Figure 1.10.

TC1: (s0, (push, , on), s1, (dec, , ), s7)

TC2: (s0, (defrost, , ), s2, (push, , on), s3, (inc, , ), s5)

TC3: (s0, (inc, , ), s6, (defrost, , ), s4)

Figure 1.10: Test cases generated by the shortest path algorithm by Dijkstra.

The same algorithm can be used for covering All-Transitions by inserting a pseudostate

in every transition as described in [124]. Furthermore, the generated path is extended by the

outgoing transition of the just inserted pseudostate. In the generated test suite, only those

sequences must be included that are not prefixes (initial parts) of some other path. This set

can be constructed in two ways:

• in decreasing length, where common prefixes are eliminated, or

• in increasing length, where new test cases are only added if their length is maximal.

The presented shortest path generation algorithm is just one of several alternatives. In

the following, we will introduce further approaches.

1.2.2 Depth-First and Breadth-First Search

In this section, we describe depth-first and breadth-first graph traversal strategies. We

defined several state machines that describe the behavior of a toaster. Here, we use the
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flat state machine of Figure 1.2 to illustrate the applicability of depth-first and breadth-first.

The algorithm to find a path from the initial pseudostate of a state machine to certain state s

via depth-first search is shown in Figure 1.11. The returned path is a sequence of transitions.

The initial call is depthF irstSearch(initialNode, s).

01 Sequence depthFirstSearch(Node n, Node s) {

02 if(n is equal to s) { // found state s?

03 return new Sequence();

04 }

05 for all outgoing transitions t of n { // search forward

06 Node target = t.target; // target state of t

07 Sequence seq = depthFirstSearch(target, s);

08 if(seq is not null) { // state s has been found before

09 seq.addToFront(t); // add the used transitions

10 return seq;

11 } }

12 if(n has no outgoing transitions) // abort depth-search

13 return null;

14 }

Figure 1.11: Depth-first search algorithm.

For the example in Figure 1.2 on page 6, ParTeG generates exactly one test case to satisfy

All-States. Figure 1.12 shows this test case in the presented notation.

TC: (s0, (push, , on), s1, (inc, , ), s7, (time, , off), s6, (defrost, , ),

s4, (dec, , ), s2, (push, , on), s3, (inc, , ), s5, (stop, , off), s6)

Figure 1.12: Test case generated by ParTeG for All-States.

Figure 1.13 shows an algorithm for breadth-first search. Internally, it uses a tree structure

to keep track of all paths. Just like a state machine, a tree is a directed graph with nodes

and edges. Each node has incoming and outgoing edges. The nodes and edges of the tree

reference nodes and edges of the state machine, respectively. It is initiated with the call

breadthF irstSearch(initialNode, s).
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01 Sequence breadthFirstSearch(Node n, Node s) {

02 TreeStructure tree = new TreeStructure();

03 tree.addNode(n);

04 while(true) { // run forever (until sequence is returned with this loop)

05 NodeSet ls = tree.getAllLeaves(); // get all nodes without outgoing transitions

06 for all nodes/leaves l in ls {

07 if(l references s) { // compare to searched state

08 Sequence seq = new Sequence();

09 while (l.incoming is not empty) { // there are incoming transitions

10 seq.addToFront(l.incoming.get(0)); // add incoming transition

11 l = l.incoming.get(0).source; } // l is set to l’s predecessor

12 return seq;

13 } // else

14 for all outgoing transitions t of l { // search forward - build tree

15 Node target = t.target; // target state of t

16 new_l = tree.addNode(target); // get tree node that references target

17 tree.addTransitionFromTo(t, l, new_l); // add an edge from node l

18 // to node new_l; this new edge references transition t

19 } } } }

Figure 1.13: Breadth-first search algorithm.

Both algorithms start at the initial pseudostate of the state machine depicted in Fig-

ure 1.2 on page 6. They traverse all outgoing transitions and keep on traversing until s

has been visited. Here, we present the generated testing tree for breadth-first search in the

toaster example. We assume that the goal is to visit state S5. The testing tree is shown in

Figure 1.14. It contains only edges and nodes; events are not presented here.

Because of loops in transition sequences, the result may be in general an infinite tree.

The tree, however, is only built and maintained until the desired condition is satisfied, that

is, the identified state is reached. In this example, the right-most path reaches the state S5.

A finite representation of this possibly infinite tree is a reachability tree, where each state

is visited only once. Figure 1.15 shows such a reachability tree for the toaster example.

Again, the figure depicts only edges and nodes, but no event or effect information.
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S0

S1 S6

S4

S5

S0S7S7S0S0

S2S6S1 S6

S2

S1 S6S1 S6

S4S3S0

.......................

Figure 1.14: Testing tree that shows the paths for breadth-first search.

S0

S1 S6

S4

S5

S7

S2

S3

Figure 1.15: Reachability tree that shows only the paths to reach all states.

Graph traversal approaches can also be applied to hierarchical state machines such as

presented in Figures 1.3. For each hierarchical state machine there exists an equivalent

simple state machine; for instance, the models in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.2 have exactly

the same behaviour. Basically, each state in the flat state machine corresponds to a state

configuration, that is, a set of concurrently active states, in the parallel state machine.

Extended state machine such as the one presented in Figure 1.4 can contain variables

on infinite domains, and transitions can have arithmetic guard conditions and effects of

arbitrary complexity. The problem of reaching a certain state or transition in an extended

state machine is therefore non-trivial, and, in the general case, undecidable. Therefore, for

such models, the state set is partitioned into equivalence classes, and representatives from

the equivalence classes are selected. These methods will be described in the next section.
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1.3 Input Value Generation

In this section, we present the second challenge for automatic test generation: selecting

concrete input values for testing.

All previously presented test generation techniques are focussed on the satisfaction of

coverage criteria that are applied to state machines. The corresponding test cases contain

only the necessary information to traverse a certain path. Such test cases are called abstract

– information about input parameters is given only partly as a partition of the possible

input value space. Boundary value analysis is a technique that is focussed on identifying

representatives of partitions that are as close as possible to the partition boundaries. In the

following, we present partition testing as well as static and dynamic boundary value analysis.

1.3.1 Partition Testing

Partition testing is a technique that consists of defining input value partitions and selecting

representatives of them [64, 128, 89] [24, page 302]. There are several variants of partition

testing. For instance, the category partition method [96] is a test generation method that

is focussed on generating partitions of the test input space. An example for category parti-

tioning is the classification tree method (CTM) [60, 46], which enables testers to manually

define partitions and to select representatives. The application of CTM to testing embed-

ded systems is demonstrated in [83]. Basanieri and Bertolino use the category classification

approach to derive integration tests with use case diagrams, class diagrams, and sequence

diagrams [13]. Alekseev et al. [5] show how to reuse classification tree models. The Cost-

Weighted Test Strategy (CoWTeSt) [14, 15] is focussed on prioritizing test cases to restrict

their absolute number. CoWTeSt and the corresponding tool CowSuite have been developed

by the PISATEL laboratory [103]. Another means to select test cases by partitioning and

prioritization is the risk-driven approach presented by Kolb [79].

For test selection, a category partition table could list the categories as columns and test

cases as rows. In each row, the categories that are tested are marked with an X. For the
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toaster, such a category partition table could look like depicted in Table 1.3. There are two

test cases TC1 and TC2 that cover all of the defined categories.

Test Cases Defrost No Defrost High Browning Level Low Browning Level

TC1 X X

TC2 X X

Table 1.3: Category partition table.

Most of the presented partition testing approaches are focussed on functional black-box

testing that are solely based on system input information. For testing with UML state ma-

chines, the structure of the state machine and also the traversed paths have to be included in

the computation of reasonable input partitions. Furthermore, the selection of representatives

from partitions is an important issue. Boundary value analysis (BVA) consists of selecting

representatives close to the boundaries of a partition, that is, values whose distances to rep-

resentatives from other partitions are below a certain threshold. Consider the example in

Figure 1.4 on page 9. For the guard condition s ht > 0, 1 is a meaningful boundary value

for s ht to satisfy the condition and 0 is a meaningful value to violate the condition. The

task is to derive these boundary values automatically.

Here, we present two approaches of integrating boundary value analysis and automatic

test generation with UML state machines: static and dynamic boundary value analysis [125].

1.3.2 Static Boundary Value Analysis

In static boundary value analysis, BVA is included by static changes of the test model. For

model-based test generation, this corresponds to transforming the test model. Model trans-

formations for including BVA in test generation from state machines have been presented

in [26]. The idea is to, for example, split a guard condition of the test model into several

ones. For instance, a guard [x >= y] is split into the three guards [x = y], [x = y + 1],

and [x > y + 1]. Figure 1.16 presents this transformation applied to a simple state machine.

The essence of this transformation is to define guard conditions that represent boundary val-

ues of the original guard’s variables. As a consequence, the satisfaction of the transformed

guards forces the test generator to also select boundary values for the guard variables. This
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A B
[x >= y]

A B
[x = y + 1]

[x = y]

[x > y + 1]

Figure 1.16: Semantic-preserving test model transformation for static BVA.

helps to achieve the satisfaction of, for example, All-Transitions [115, page 117], requires the

satisfaction of each guard and, thus, the inclusion of static BVA. There are such approaches

for model checkers or constraint solvers that include the transformation or mutation of the

test model. As one example, the Conformiq Test Designer [38] implements the approach of

static BVA.

The advantages of this approach are the easy implementation and the linear test ef-

fort. However, this approach has also several shortfalls regarding the resulting test quality.

In [125], we present further details.

1.3.3 Dynamic Boundary Value Analysis

In dynamic boundary value analysis, the boundary values are defined dynamically during the

test generation process and separately for each abstract test case. Thus, in contrast to static

BVA, the generated boundary values of dynamic BVA are specific for each abstract test case.

There are several approaches to implement dynamic BVA. In this section, we present a short

list of such approaches.

In general, for dynamic boundary value analysis no test model transformations are nec-

essary. For instance, an evolutionary approach can be used to create tests that cover certain

parts of the model. In this case, a fitness function that returns good fitness values for param-

eters that are close to partition boundaries results in test cases with such input parameters

that are close to these boundaries. Furthermore, any standard test generation approach can

be combined with a constraint solver that is able to include linear optimization, for example,

lp solve [19] or Choco [112], for generating input parameter values. There are many con-

straint solvers [58, 53, 11, 117, 48] which could be used for this task. Besides the presented

approaches to dynamic BVA, there are industrial approaches to support dynamic BVA for
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automatic test generation with UML or B/Z [81, 110]. All these approaches to dynamic

BVA that are based on searching forward.

Another approach of searching backward instead of forward is called abstract backward

analysis. It is based on the weakest precondition calculus [49, 129, 30] and on searching

backward. During the generation of abstract test cases, all guards to enable the abstract

test case are collected and transformed into constraints of input parameters. As a result, the

generated abstract test case also contains constraints about the enabling input parameters.

These constraints define partitions and can, thus, be used for BVA. This approach has been

implemented in the model-based test generation prototype ParTeG [122, 126, 123]. In this

implementation, the test generation algorithm starts at certain model elements that are

specified by the applied structural coverage criterion and iterates backward to the initial

node. As a result, the corresponding structural [115] and boundary-based [81] coverage

criteria can be combined.

1.4 Relation to Other Techniques

The previous two sections dealt with the basic issues of generating paths in the state machine

and selecting meaningful input data, respectively. In this section, we show several other

techniques that may be used to support the two basic issues. In the following, we present

random testing in Section 1.4.1, evolutionary testing in Section 1.4.2, constraint solving in

Section 1.4.3, model checking in Section 1.4.4, and static analysis in Section 1.4.5.

1.4.1 Random Testing

Many test generation approaches put a lot of effort in generating test cases from test models

in a “clever” way, for instance, finding a shortest path to the model element to cover. It has

been questioned whether this effort is always justified [104]. Any sort of black-box testing

abstracts from internal details of the implementation, which are not in the realm of the test

generation process. Nevertheless, these internals could cause the SUT to fail.
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Statistical approaches to testing such as random testing have proven to be successful in

many application areas [21, 85, 97, 34, 116, 35, 36]. Therefore, it has been suggested to apply

random selection also to model-based test generation. In random testing, model coverage is

not the main concern. The model abstracts from the SUT, but it is assumed that faults are

randomly distributed across the entire SUT. Thus, random testing has often advantages over

any kind of guided test generation. The model is used to create a large number of test cases

without spending much effort on the selection of single tests. Therefore, random algorithms

quickly produce results, which can help to exhibit design flaws early in the development

process, while the model and SUT are still under development.

There are several publications on the comparison of random test generation techniques

and guided test generation techniques. In [8], Andrews et al. use a case study to show

that random tests can perform considerably worse than coverage-guided test suites in terms

of fault detection and cost effectiveness. However, the effort of applying coverage criteria

cannot be easily measured, and it is still unclear which approach results in higher costs.

Mayer and Schneckenburger [86] present a systematic comparison of adaptive random testing

techniques. Just like Gutjahr [63], Weyuker and Jeng [128], they also focus their work on the

comparison of random testing to partition testing. Major reasons for the success of random

testing techniques are that other techniques are immature to a certain extent or that the

used requirements specifications are partly faulty. Finally, developers as well as testers make

errors (see Beizer [17] for the prejudice Angelic Testers). For instance, testers can forget

some cases or simply do not know about them.

Random test generation can also be applied to model-based testing with UML state

machines. For instance, this approach can be combined with the graph traversal approach

of the previous section so as the next transition to traverse is selected randomly. Figure 1.17

shows one possible random test generation algorithm. First, it defines the desired length of

the test case (line 03). Afterwards, it selects and traverses one of the current node’s outgoing

transitions (line 06). This step is repeated until the current node has no outgoing transitions

(line 07) or the desired test length has been reached (line 05). The resulting sequence is

returned in line 13.
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01 Sequence randomSearch(Node source) {

02 Sequence seq = new Sequence();

03 int length = random();

04 Node currentNode = source;

05 for(int i = 0; i < length; ++i) {

06 transitions = currentNode.getOutgoing();

07 if (transitions.isEmpty()) { break; }

08 traverse = randomly select a representative of transitions;

09 seq.add(traverse);

10 // set current node to target node of traverse

11 currentNode = traverse.getTarget();

12 }

13 return seq;

14 }

Figure 1.17: Random search algorithm.

Figure 1.18 shows several randomly generated test cases for our toaster example in Fig-

ure 1.2 on page 6.

TC1: (s0, (push, , on), s1)

TC2: (s0, (inc, , ), s6, (dec, , ), s0, (push, , ), s1, (stop, , ), s0)

TC3: (s0, (inc, , ), s6, (push, , ), s7, (dec, , ), s1)

Figure 1.18: Randomly generated test cases.

1.4.2 Evolutionary Testing

Evolutionary test generation consists of adapting an existing test suite until its quality, for

example, measured with a fitness function, reaches a certain threshold. The initial test

suite can be created using any of the above approaches. Based on this initial test suite,

evolutionary testing consists of four steps: measuring the fitness of the test suite, selecting

only the fittest test cases, recombining these test cases, and mutating them. In evolutionary

testing, the set of test cases is also called population. Figure 1.19 depicts the process of

evolutionary test generation. The dotted lines describe the start and the end of the test
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generation process, that is, the initial population and – given that the measured fitness is

high enough – the final population.

initial 
population

current 
population

measuring 
fitness

test case 
selection

test case 
mutation

test case 
recombination

final 
population

Figure 1.19: Evolutionary testing process.

There are several approaches to steer test generation or execution with evolutionary ap-

proaches [87, 99, 78, 68, 119]. An initial (e.g., randomly created or arbitrarily defined) set

of test input data is refined using mutation and fitness functions to evaluate the quality of

the current test suite. For instance, Wegener et al. [120] show application fields of evolu-

tionary testing. A major application area is the area of embedded systems [111]. Wappler

and Lammermann apply these algorithms for unit testing in object oriented programs [118].

Bühler and Wegener present a case study about testing an autonomous parking system with

evolutionary methods [25].

Baudry et al. [16] present bacteriological algorithms as a variation of mutation testing and

as an improvement of genetic algorithms. The variation from the genetic approach consists

of the insertion of a new memory function and the suppression of the crossover operator.

They use examples in Eiffel and a .NET component to test their approach and show its

benefits over the genetic approach for test generation.
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1.4.3 Constraint Solving

The constraint satisfaction problem is defined as a set of objects that must satisfy a set of

contraints. The process of finding these object states is known as constraint solving. There

are several approaches to constraint solving depending on the size of the application domain.

We distinguish large but finite and small domains. For domains over many-valued variables,

such as scheduling or timetabling, Constraint Programming (CP) [106], Integer Programming

(IP) [105], or Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [12] with an appropriate theory is used.

For extensionally representable domains, using solvers for Satisfiability (SAT-Solver) [20]

and Answer Set Programming (ASP) [10, 57] are state of the art. SAT is often used for

hardware verification [50].

There are many tools (solvers) to support constraint solving techniques. Examples for

constraint programming tools are the Choco Solver [112], MINION [58], and Emma [53].

Integer programming tools are OpenOpt [94] and CVXOPT [45]. An example for SMT

solvers is OpenSMT [109]. There are several competitions for solvers [11, 117, 48]. Constraint

solving is also used for testing. Gupta et al. [61] use a constraint solver to find input

parameter values that enable a generated abstract test case. Aichernig and Salas [4] use

constraint solvers and mutation of OCL expressions for model-based test generation. Calame

et al. [27] use constraint solving for conformance testing.

1.4.4 Model Checking

Model checking determines whether a model (e.g., a state machine) satisfies a certain prop-

erty (e.g., a temporal logic formula). The model checking algorithm traverses the state space

of the model and formula to deduce whether the model meets the property for certain (e.g.,

the initial or all) states. Typical properties are deadlock- or livelock-freedom, absence of

race-conditions, etc.

If a model checker deduces that a given property does not hold, then it returns a path in

the model as a counter-example. This feature can be used for automatic test generation [7,
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56, 55]. For that, each test goal is expressed as a temporal logic formula, which is negated

and given to the model checker. For example, if the test goal is to reach “state 6”, then

the formula expresses “state 6 is unreachable”. The model checker deduces that the test

model does not meet this formula and returns a counter-example. In the example, the

counter-example is a path witnessing that state 6 is indeed reachable. This path can be

used to create a test case. In this way, test cases for all goals of the coverage criterion can

be generated, such that the resulting test suite satisfies the coverage criterion.

For our toaster example, the hierarchical state machine model depicted in Figure 1.3 can

be coded in the input language of the NuSMV model checker as shown in Figure 1.20. The

property states the states “toasting” and “on d” are not reachable simultaneously. NuSMV

finds that this is not true and delivers the path (test case) shown in Figure 1.21.

Model checking and test generation have been combined in different ways. Our example

above is based on the work described in Hong et al. [72], which discuss the application of

model checking for automatic test generation with control-flow-based and data-flow-based

coverage criteria. They define state machines as Kripke structures [37] and translate them

to inputs of the model checker SMV [73]. The applied coverage criteria are defined and

negated as properties in the temporal logic CTL [37]. Callahan et al. [28] apply user-specified

temporal formulas to generate test cases with a model checker. Gargantini and Heitmeyer [56]

also consider control-flow-based coverage criteria. Abdurazik et al. [1] present an evaluation

of specification-based coverage criteria and discuss their strengths and weaknesses when used

with a model checker. In contrast, Ammann et al. [7] apply mutation analysis to measure

the quality of the generated test suites. Ammann and Black [6] present a set of important

questions regarding the feasibility of model checking for test generation. Especially, the

satisfaction of more complex coverage criteria such as MC/DC [32, 31] is difficult because

their satisfaction often requires pairs of test cases. Okun and Black [93] also present a

set of issues about software testing with model checkers. They describe, for example, the

higher abstraction level of formal specifications, the derivation of logic constraints, and the

visibility of faults in test cases. Engler and Musuvathi [51] compare model checking to

static analysis. They present three case studies that show that model checking often results

in much more effort than static analysis although static analysis detects more errors than
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MODULE main

VAR state_sidelatch : {inactive, active_defrosting, active_toasting};

state_settemp : {warm, hot};

state_setdefrost : {off_d, on_d};

action : {push, stop, inc, dec, defrost, on, off, time, time_d};

ASSIGN

init(state_sidelatch) := inactive;

init(state_settemp) := warm;

init(state_setdefrost) := off_d;

next(state_sidelatch) := case

state_sidelatch=inactive & action=push & state_setdefrost=on_d : active_defrosting;

state_sidelatch=inactive & action=push : active_toasting;

state_sidelatch=active_defrosting & action=time_d : active_toasting;

state_sidelatch=active_toasting & action=time : inactive;

state_sidelatch=active_defrosting & action=stop : inactive;

state_sidelatch=active_toasting & action=stop : inactive;

1 : state_sidelatch; esac;

next(state_settemp) := case

state_settemp=warm & action=inc : hot;

state_settemp=hot & action=dec : warm;

1 : state_settemp; esac;

next(state_setdefrost) := case

state_setdefrost=off_d & action=defrost & state_sidelatch=inactive : on_d;

state_setdefrost=on_d & action=off : off_d;

state_setdefrost=on_d & action=defrost & state_sidelatch=inactive : off_d;

1 : state_setdefrost; esac;

next(action) := case

state_sidelatch=inactive & action=push : on;

state_sidelatch=active_toasting & action=time : off;

state_sidelatch=active_defrosting & action=stop : off;

state_sidelatch=active_toasting & action=stop : off;

1 : {push, stop, inc, dec, defrost, on, off, time, time_d}; esac;

SPEC AG ! (state_sidelatch=active_toasting & state_setdefrost=on_d)

Figure 1.20: SMV code for the hierarchical state machine toaster model
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>NuSMV.exe toaster-hierarch.smv

*** This is NuSMV 2.5.0 zchaff (compiled on Mon May 17 14:43:17 UTC 2010)

-- specification AG !(state_sidelatch = active_toasting & state_setdefrost = on_d)

-- is false as demonstrated by the following execution sequence

Trace Description: CTL Counterexample

Trace Type: Counterexample

-> State: 1.1 <-

state_sidelatch = inactive

state_settemp = warm

state_setdefrost = off_d

action = push

-> State: 1.2 <-

state_sidelatch = active_toasting

action = on

-> State: 1.3 <-

action = time

-> State: 1.4 <-

state_sidelatch = inactive

action = off

-> State: 1.5 <-

action = defrost

-> State: 1.6 <-

state_setdefrost = on_d

action = push

-> State: 1.7 <-

state_sidelatch = active_defrosting

action = on

-> State: 1.8 <-

action = time_d

-> State: 1.9 <-

state_sidelatch = active_toasting

Figure 1.21: Result of NuSMV for the above example property
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model checking. In [76], a tool is demonstrated that combines model checking and test

generation. Further popular model checkers are the SPIN model checker [18], NuSMV [74],

and the Java Pathfinder [70].

1.4.5 Static Analysis

Static analysis is a technique for collecting information about the system without executing

it. For that, a verification tool is executed on integral parts of the system (e.g., source

code) to detect faults (e.g., unwanted or forbidden properties of system attributes). There

are several approaches and tools to support static analysis that vary in their strength from

analysing only single statements to including the entire source code of a program. Static

analysis is known as a formal method. Popular static analysis tools are the PC-Lint tool [59]

for C and C++ or the IntelliJ IDEA tool [77] for Java. There are also approaches to apply

static analysis on test models for automatic test generation [22, 95, 44, 100, 101]. Abdurazik

and Offutt [2] use static analysis on UML collaboration diagrams to generate test cases.

In contrast to state-machine-based approaches that are often focussed on describing the

behavior of one object, this approach is focussed on the interaction of several objects. Static

and dynamic analysis are compared in [9]. Ernst [52] argues for focussing on the similarities

of both techniques.

Abstract Interpretation.

Abstract interpretation was initially developed by Patrick Cousot. It is a technique that is

focussed on approximating the semantics of systems [40, 42] by deducing information with-

out executing the system and without keeping all information of the system. An abstraction

of the real system is created by using an abstraction function. Concrete values can be rep-

resented as abstract domains that describe the boundaries for the concrete values. Several

properties of the SUT can be deduced based on this abstraction. For mapping these prop-

erties back to the real system, a concretization function is used. The abstractions can be

defined, for example, using Galois connections, that is, a widening and a narrowing opera-
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tor [41]. Abstract interpretation is often used for static analysis. Commercial tools are, for

example, Polyspace R© [113] for Java and C++ or ASTRE [43]. Abstract interpretation is

also used for testing [39, 102].

Slicing.

Slicing is a technique to slice parts of a program or a model by removing unnecessary parts

and simplify, for example, test generation. The idea is that slices are easier to understand

and to generate tests from than from the entire program or model [65]. Program slicing

was introduced in the Ph.D. thesis of Weiser [121]. De Lucia [47] discusses several slicing

methods (dynamic, static, backward, forward, etc.) that are based on statement deletion

for program engineering. Fox et al. [54] present backward conditioning as an alternative to

conditioned slicing that consists of slicing backward instead of forward. Whereas conditioned

slicing provides answers to the question for the reaction of a program to a certain initial

configuration and inputs, backward slicing finds answers to the question of what program

parts can possibly lead to reaching a certain part or state of the program. Jalote et al. [75]

present a framework for program slicing.

Slicing techniques can be used to support partition testing. For instance, Hierons et

al. [71] use the conditioned slicing [29] tool ConSIT for partition testing and to test given

input partitions. Harman et al. [66] investigate the influence of variable dependence analysis

on slicing and present the corresponding prototype VADA. Dai et al. [46] apply partition

testing and rely on the user to provide input partitions. Tip et al. [114] present an approach to

apply slicing techniques to class hierarchies in C++. In contrast to the previous approaches,

this one is focussed on slicing structural artifacts instead of behavioral ones.

1.5 Conclusion

Model-based test generation from state-based models is a topic that has already been dealt

with for many years. Several books about different modeling languages, application scenar-
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ios, and test generation approaches have been published. In this chapter, we presented an

introduction to UML state machines as one kind of state-based models and showed several

approaches to apply model-based test generation. For the interested reader, we provided

several references for further studies.

In summary, we presented an introduction to automatic model-based test generation

from UML state machines. For that, we gave a short introduction to UML state machines,

presented a running example, and described how to generate tests from UML state machines.

Afterwards, we sketched different approaches to derive abstract test cases, that is, paths

on graphs such as state machines, and described several approaches to the generation of

concrete input parameter values. Finally, we presented the core ideas of related techniques

such as constraint solving and model checking and how to apply them to model-based test

generation.
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